PASSIONS AND PURSUITS

John Cay’s passion
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member John Cay had no experience in moviemaking.
Courage, perseverance and just plain guts brought to the screen his soon-tobe-released independent film SAVANNAH about the human spirit’s powerful
universal connection with nature and the inevitability of change.
“It was no day at the beach,” John revealed. “I was totally
unqualified to make a movie. It was a long journey, a
difficult journey. And there was no ‘Star Wars’ budget.”
John’s sincere desire to pay tribute to his father’s
compelling true story, two extremely talented screenplay
writers, a mix of the right people at the right time, a burning
passion for quality and his innate tolerance for risk-taking
made the movie happen.
It is the true story of Ward Allen, a white aristocrat, and
Christmas Moultrie, a freed slave, in the early 1900s. Ward
Allen was a romantic naturalist in the vein of Thoreau, an
aristocrat who turned his back on a life of material comfort
to become a market hunter. He and Christmas Moultrie
became business partners, confidantes and life-long friends,
and together they tried to navigate the vicissitudes of
social, industrial, environmental and personal change that
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threatened their way of life.
Nature is the spine of the captivating movie SAVANNAH.
Nature, ever present in human and animal form, is
magnificently represented by sweeping cinematic vistas of
moss-draped oaks, tidal marshes and lapping waterways that
wrap the city of Savannah and surrounding Low Country of
Georgia. The movie is deeply reflective, a love story on several
levels. The storyline follows an unlikely partnership as it
navigates cultural and social change and ultimately confronts
the lost livelihood from marketing hunting.
It all began with John and his wife Billings’ wish to honor
John’s father, John E. (Jack) Cay, Jr., who wrote a small
but popular book of stories and anecdotes told to him as a
child by Christmas while growing up in Savannah. Born on
Christmas Day 1863, Christmas was the last child born into
slavery on historic Mulberry Grove Plantation.
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This movie could not have
been made without John’s
steadfast courage and
strict adherence to the
quality of the story.
Simply relating Mulberry Grove as historic is an
understatement. This land is a time capsule, spanning
some 3,000 years of inhabitants from the Yamacraw tribe
of the Creek Indians, British General James Oglethorpe’s
founding of the Georgia Colony and land developing
Scottish highlanders, believed to have brought Georgia’s
first indentured servants. Post Revolutionary War, Mulberry
Grove was awarded to the Continental Army’s Major General
Nathanael Greene for services in Georgia. President George
Washington paid respectful visits to Mrs. Greene after her
husband’s untimely death. She hired New England tutor Eli
Whitney to school their children. Whitney keenly observed
the hardship of cotton cultivation and in 1793 invented the
cotton gin that forever changed cotton production.
John Cay’s family is descended from Zachariah M.
Winkler, who purchased Mulberry Grove in 1856, adding
it to his rice plantation holdings. Union General William
T. Sherman’s 1864 March to the Sea torched all Mulberry
Grove structures and halted agriculture efforts. Listed on the
National Register of Historic Places, a Georgia State historic
marker commemorates Mulberry Grove’s location. In 1975,
Winkler descendants sold the land, which today is part of
the Georgia Ports Authority.
Gratefully, John and his father, Jack, did not allow
this mesmerizing saga to end there. With Christmas’s
recollections planted deep in their souls, each dug deeper,
learned more and have authentically related the memorable
19th century personages of outspoken Savannahian Ward
Allen, self-made market hunter, and Christmas, freed slave
and Savannah River guide.

The movie perfectly casts British actor Chiwetel Ejiofor as
Christmas, and as he tells it, Ward Allen was a character. Born
to wealth 1856, Oxford educated and world traveled, Ward,
portrayed by James Caviezel, shunned it all to live in nature
and shoot wild ducks he then sold to Savannah’s Desoto
Hotel and other locals favoring fresh foul. Ward frequently
found himself on the wrong side of the law, spent overnights
in the city jail and relished his courtroom time self-defending
his chosen profession before Judge Harden, performed by
Hal Holbrook. Content with his outdoor existence, Ward’s
life drastically changed when he met, fell in love and married
Lucy Stubbs, portrayed by Jaimie Alexander. Love’s power to
change everything did – and therein lies the tale.
“This movie could not have been made without John’s
steadfast courage and strict adherence to the quality of the
story,” said director Annette Haywood-Carter, who together
with husband, Ken Carter, wrote the captivating screenplay
for SAVANNAH. “John had the source material in his
father’s collection of stories and anecdotes, which was a
fabulous start point. What drove Jack Cay to write his book
evolved into a multigenerational story and the people’s sense
of the land, nature and the environment.”
Haywood-Carter explains that the big name Hollywood
studios no longer make many dramas but purchase them
from independent film makers. For a successful independent
film to get purchased by Hollywood it must have casting, a
director, producer, be fully funded, declare a date certain for
completion, good screenplay script, actors who realize the
piece of work has the potential to further their career even if
the general movie-going audience will not see it and targeted
distribution. Oh yeah, and good story with a message.
Scheduled for an August 2013 theatrical release in the
South and Midwest, SAVANNAH will be distributed by
ARC and open on 20 screens in 10 markets.
“It takes an extremely brave man to make an
independent film,” said Haywood-Carter. “And an even
braver man to get the film into the theater.” John Cay is
such a man – incredibly passionate about his film that most
definitely has an audience.
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